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All that night this feeling, that pleasure
Stealing my soul, all I found was lust
Deification, a bizarre romance of caressing
Deleterious love you are

Denaturing into a world of frustration
Living on the age of damnation
Laying in the circle within the bats
And fading meanwhile on and on, and on

This headiness caused by deadness
Raping my mind and having no magic
Dehumanized a fogged world of lying dreams
Blandishment, oh

I know my destiny, I pay the price
The voice comes from my mouth
Cut off the soul, moving to another place
Earning the wages, you are

Denaturing into a world of frustration
Living on the edge of damnation
Laying in the circle within the bats
And fading meanwhile on and on, and on

Goddess in black, you're feeling her might
Between your legs, awaiting temptation
All reason, your mind is running free
In the night of damnation

Enchanted, blinded can't you see
The witchcraft of a beauty beast
Creeping, crawling in the head
Chanting, arises from the death?

Snake hissing on your neck
Sneaking fiend from the back
Fiery love scene at its height
Black temptation in a murky night

Goddess in black, beyond all reason
Goddess in black, weird obsession
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Lucifugous and bad cheiroptera
Goddess in black

Coming under her influence
Strange maiden dressed in black
Grotesque flames of fire
Kept my sooth fast soul

Howsoever this night will be ended
I have to ask the question
Where are the guardian angels
Followed all my life?

All that night this feeling, that pleasure
Craving for more squirming lustfully
Degeneration abstract abyss fantasies
Deleterious love you are

Denaturing into a world of frustration
Living on the edge of damnation
Laying in the circle within the bats
And fading meanwhile on and on, and on

Enchanted, blinded can't you see
The witchcraft of a beauty beast
Creeping, crawling in the head
Chanting, arises from the death?

Snake hissing on your neck
Sneaking fiend from the back
Fiery love scene at its height
Black temptation in a murky night

Goddess in black, you're feeling her might
Between your legs, awaiting temptation
All reason, your mind is running free
In the night of damnation

Goddess in black, beyond all reason
Goddess in black, weird obsession
Accord with the devil's pact
Delivered to the, goddess in black
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